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Kai Hair & Make Up Artists!
As we know, a lot more goes into a theatre production than just the actors and 
the script! People behind the scenes work tirelessly to ensure all the characters 
are looking the part before taking to the stage. Today we need your help!

The actors have learnt their lines and they’re 
getting into costume, all they need now are
the final touches – this is where you come in! 

Design the hair and make up looks for different 
characters from your chosen pantomime.

Why not try some dark lipstick and 
silky straight hair for the Evil Queen or 

maybe some green war paint and curls 
for Peter Pan? 

The sky is the limit when it comes to styling!

#SupportTheArts

We use lots of different tools when it comes to hair and 
make up. Straighteners are used to flatten hair and give it a 
glossy sheen whereas others opt for rollers to give their 
hair more volume with big barrel curls!

When it comes to make up, there is a world of 
opportunity! Some artists will draw lines on an actor’s 
face using dark eyeliner to make them look old and 
wrinkled. Others will paint their whole face with silver 
glitter to look like a fairy princess!



As hairstylists, you’re going to need to have a few tips and tricks up your sleeve to impress your clients! 

What character from your pantomime do you think would suit this style?

Divide the hair into 3 
sections: left, middle 
and right.1
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Cross the right section 
over the middle. 2
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Now the right section 
is in the middle and what 
used to be the middle is 
on the right-hand side.

Tie off your hair! Once the sections are too
short to cross over each, you’ve finished! 5

Cross the left side over 
the new middle. 3 Continue with this 

method, alternating the 
left and right sections. 4
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Now the left section
is in the middle and what
used to be the middle is 
on the left.
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Remember to pull the 
sections tight each time 
you cross them over to make 
sure the braid isn’t loose!

Gel
Scoop a small amount into your hand, 

then run your fingers through your 

hair. Try to evenly distribute the gel 

across your head, then style however

you’d like! Gel can be used to create 

movement in your hair that wouldn’t 

be there otherwise, so go wild with it!

Coconut oilA little bit can go a long way! Proven 

to help moisturise your hair, it also 

reduces the number of split ends that 

form on your head from hard brushing. 

Make your hair smooth and silky!

Water
When wet, hair can be reshaped into 

whatever style you please! You don’t 

have to stick your head under the tap! 

Just dampen the hair slightly and start 

changing it up!

If your hair isn’t long enough for a braid, why not try some 
styling products to change up your look!

Show everyone what ZaZ  
looks you’ve created for 
your characters by 
tagging us @KidZaniaLondon


